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Abstract 
Markl, M. and S. Papadima. Geometric decompositions. algebraic models and rigidity 
theorems, Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 71 (1991) 53-73. 
We explore the (co)formality and (co)spherical generation of a space and the relationship 
between them. As a consequence of general rigidity results we obtain a linear obstruction 
theory for these properties. We also show that the skeletal versions of these properties are in 
fact characterized by this linearization. 
1. Introduction and statement of main results 
Rational homotopy theory associates to l-connected locally finite complexes X 
two (Eckmann-Hilton dual) types of graded algebras as invariants which will be 
simultaneously treated in this paper, namely H*(X; Q) and n,(flX) @Q (we 
must however point out that the duality is not our aim; the rational cohomology 
algebra case will be systematically treated first-see also the end of this intro- 
duction). In what follows we shall denote by B* a graded algebra over an 
arbitrary characteristic-zero field k, which is supposed to be of finite type (dim, B” 
< 30, for all n); B* will be either graded commutative and l-connected (B” = k 
and B’ = 0) or a graded Lie algebra, which is supposed to be l-connected 
(B” = 0). 53*X will stand either for H*(X; k) or for ~&2x) @k. Among other 
things, rational homotopy theory [16,19] provides, for k = Q, the existence of a 
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cohomology H”*j’( L. M) = Ext’:$( k, M) (where 11 = resolution degree and p = 
total degree. see e.g. [ZO]) and regrade it by defining 
H:(,;M)=H’+‘t’.-i-I~L;M), fori,jLO. i+j>O. 
The examples of natural B*-modules which arise in connection with our deforma- 
tion theory are: B” as a left B*-modu!e, the B*-submodule of decomposables of 
B”, to be denoted by D*B (D*B= B’ l B’, if B” = H”, D*B=[B, B], if 
B” = L”), the quotient B-module of indecomposables of B”, to be denoted by 
Q*B = B*ID*B, and finally B*-modules of the form M* = N’” (for some tl and 
some B*-module N”). 
Our point of view in this paper, which has been begun in [14], will be the 
skeletal one, namely to consider both the intrinsic properties and the deformation 
theory not only for B* but for all skeleoa of B* , in a systematic way. We thus 
define, for any n, the n-skeleton of B *, by just truncating above degree tr, and 
denote it by B*(n) = BVB’“; it will be a quotient algebra of B*. If B* = 3 *(X), 
then B*(n) = 3*(X(n)), w h ere X(n) denotes the n-skeleton of a minimal CW- 
decomposition of X (in the case of % * = H*), respectively the rzth Postnikov 
stage of X (in the case 93 * = Q2). Fi‘rally, let 11s say that B* is skeletally 
intrinsically (co) formal (respectively (co)spherically generated) if all skeleta B*(n) 
have the corresponding intrinsic property. We may now state our skeletal results. 
The main common feature is that certain linear conditions, expressible in terms of 
classical graded algebra cohomology, which in general are only sufficient for the 
existence of the intrinsic properties, become also necessary in the skeletal 
framework. 
Theorem A. The following assertions are equivalent: 
(i) B” is skeletally intrinsically (co)formal. 
(ii) HL,(B(n); B(n)) =O, for any n. 
(iii) The natural map Ilb,(B(n); B”(n))+ HL,(B(n); B(n)) is zero, for any n. - 
The proof will be given in Proposition 2.2. We ought to point out that if 
H&( B; B) = 0, then B* must be intrinsically (co)formal and that the converse 
does not hold in general (see Remarks 1.5). In Section 1 we also offer two 
(nonskeletal) characterizations of the intrinsic (co)formality of B*: a general (but 
nonlinear) one in Proposition 1.1 and a linear one in Proposition 1.3 (under the 
additional assumption that dim, B* < =). With the same hypothesis, we show that 
the gap between the intrinsic formality of B * and of B*@, k, where k is the 
algebraic closure of k, is measured by an interesting rationality proqerty of the 
variety of structure constants for the deformation theory of B*, in Proposition 1.4 
(see also Remark 1 S). 
Theorem B. The assertions below are equivalent: 
(i) B* is skeletally intrinsically (co)spherically generated. 
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(ii) H L1(B(n); QB(n)) = 0 for any II. 
(iii) The natural map Hy,(B(n); Q’“B(n))* HL,(B(n)) is zero. for any n. 
(iv) Hk,(B; QB) =O. - 
The proof is to be found in Proposition 2.3 (see also Example 2.4 for an 
example explaining the main difference between the two skeletal properties, 
which is due to condition (iv) above). Again it has to be noted that the vanishing 
of Hh ,(B; QB) implies the intrinsic (co)spherical generation of B”, but is not in 
general equivalent to it (see Proposition 1.9 and Remark 1.10). One may also find 
a general (nonlinear) characterization of nonskeletal intrinsic spherical generation 
in Proposition 1.8. 
Our last two results are related to the gap between (co)formality and 
(co)spherical generation (see also 121). 
Theorem C. Supposing that B* is skeletally intrinsically (co)spherically generated, 
we have the equivalence of the following assertions: 
(i) B * is skeletally intrinsically (co) formal. 
(ii) The natural map Hh,(B(n); DB(n))* H&(&n); B(n)) is zero, for any n. 
(iii) The natural map Hk,(B(n); D”B(n))+ Ht,(B(n); B(n)) is zero, for any n. - 
For the proof see Proposition 2.5. Supposing that B* is intrinsically (co)spheri- 
tally generated, a ciassical (nonskeletal) rigidity theorem corresponding to the 
equivalence of (i) and (ii) above reads: if in addition Hi_( B; DB) = 0, then 
the intrinsic (co)formality is equivalent to the vanishing of 
Hg,(B; DB)+ Hh,(B; B)-see Remark 1.12 and Proposition 1.13. Another 
variant is contained in the statement below (the proof of which is given in 
Proposition 1.11 and Remark 1.12). 
Proposition D. Suppose that H y, (B; DB) + H L ,(B; 13) is zero. Given X with 
33 *(X) = B *, X is (co)formal if and only if X is (co)spherically generated. 
The paper is divided into two sections, the second one being devoted to the 
skeletal properties. Both parts are written in the language of deformation theory, 
and consequently all topological statements are proven in greater generality. The 
deformation-theoretic framework is set up in the first section. 
We are grateful to the referee, who reminded us of “non multa sed multum”. 
Consequently we choose from now on in our exposition to treat in detail only the 
case that B” is a graded commutative algebra H*. The necessary (minor) 
modifications needed for simultaneous treatment of the other case are indicated in 
Remarks 1.16 and 2.6. 
This paper may be regarded as the (weighted) sum of the unpublished [l4] and 
]91: the skeletal point of view of 1141 plus the suitable deformation-theoretic 
framework of [9] constitutes the present major double revision. Both authors are 
grateful to the natural circumstances (i.e. the relatively short distance between 
Bucharest and Prague) which made mail cooperation work satisfactorily. 
1. General rigidity theorems 
Rational homotopy theory offers the possibility of faithfully translating ques- 
tions from the homotopy category to a differential graded algebra setting [M, 191. 
In particular, given a graded Q-algebra B” as in the introduction, it can be 
realized as the cohomology (loop space homotopy) algebra of a space; moreover, 
the central problem of classifying homotopy types with prescribed cohomology 
(homotopy) algebra has been recognized to admit a successful reformulation in 
deformation-theoretic terms (see for example [l, 5, 7, 17, 211). This later setting 
has, among other things, the following useful features: it can be described for an 
arbitrary characteristic zero coefficient field k and, under suitable finiteness 
restrictions on B*, the methods of algebraic geometry are available over the 
algebraic closure k [3,13]; rationality properties may be deduced from the 
unipotence of the linear groups which are in general involved here [5, 11, 12, 191. 
We are thus going to describe first a convenient deformation-theoretic frame- 
work. The most natural and suitable for our purposes may be formulated in terms 
of bigraded Lie algebras of derivations (1171, see also [S, 91); in particular it will 
allow us to treat simultaneously the graded commutative algebra and Lie algebra 
cases in a perfect Eckmann-Hilton dual manner. We shall next translate the 
properties of (co)formality and spherical generation from geometry to algebra and 
formulate several general results related to the characterization of the correspond- 
ing intrinsic properties, in the classical form of rigidity theorems. The general 
ideas are (implicitly) present in the literature; consequently our proofs will be 
merely sketchy. As we have already mentioned, everything that follows is related 
to the graded commutative algebra case (excepting Remark 1.16). 
Let 2: be bigraded k-vector space and denote by AZ = 92 the free (bi)graded 
Lie algebra (with respect to the upper degree) on 2; the bigrading on A: is 
multiplicatively induced by the one on 2:. We shall suppose moreover that 
(i) Z?’ = 0, 
(ii) dim, 2’:: c x, fat any n. 
Also let d, be a graded Lie algebra derivation of A * which is bihomogeneous of 
bidegree ( 1,l). Denote by Der:( A) the k-vector space of bihomogeneous graded 
Lie algebra derivations of A* of bidegree (i, j), i, j E Z. Then Derz naturally 
becomes a bigraded Lie algebra, with bracket given by the graded commutator of 
derivations. Finally, suppose that [d, , d:] = 0 (or equivalently df = 0). Define a 
bigraded subalgebra Ez C Derz by E: = Derj,j (i, j 2 0, i + j > 0). Notice that 
d, E El1 and that D = [d,, *] turns Ez into a cochain complex, which splits as 
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EJ=$E;.Th e resulting cohomology will be denoted by Hz(E); HI, will play a 
key role in our deformation theory. 
We now describe the main example coming from geometry. If l?* is a graded 
algebra H* as in the introduction, then ($2. d,) is essentially Quillen’s .Y- 
construction on the dual coalgebra #H* with zero differential ([16], see also 
[ZO]). To be more precise, set W* = #Em' I?* and 2: = 2: = W-*. Notice that 
the differential d, is quadratic when restricted to the free generators and is 
essentially constructed as the dual of the algebra multiplication of H”. The 
corresponding classical cohomologies will be denoted by H f (B; B) (but recall the 
reindexing convention from the introduction!). We note that we have a bigraded 
isomorphism Hz(E) = Hz(B; B) (this easily follows from [17,21]). 
The underlying deformation theory has d, + EL, as affine support; the pertur- 
bations will be denoted by p = c ,ZZ2 p,, , P,~ E Derjl = Ei_, . The variety of 
structure constants will be denoted by A4 (M C d, + EL,); it is given by the 
deformation equation [d, + p, d, + p] = 0 [13,17]. It contains the distinguished 
point d,. Consider the group Aut of graded Lie algebra automorphisms of A* and 
the subgroup G of (lower) filtration nondecreasing elements g E Aut (i.e. g = 
C,IZO g,,, &(AT) C A,*,,,, for each n, i) with the property that g, commutes with 
d,. The normal subgroup G, of G is defined by the condition g, = id. These are 
both linear algebraic groups (infinite dimensional in general, as well as the affine 
variety M), the later being unipotent. If q E E]I (n > 0), then exp( q) = c nIzO q”‘/m! 
makes sense and it is an element of G,. Finally G morphically acts on E and 
on M, by conjugation. For details, see [17], also [S, 91. Also notice that if dim, 2 
< = (for example if dim, B* < =) then everything happens in the realm of honest 
finite-dimensional algebraic geometry (as in [ 131) and is moreover defined over k. 
There is however a word of caution: Usually one also considers the component 
Ei = {q E Deri: [d,, q] = 0). We choose not to include it here, because it does 
not affect at all the picture of M as G,-space, in which we are primarily 
interested, for topological reasons which will soon appear; on the other hand it 
also does not affect H&(E), i.e. the most important part of linearized deforma- - 
tion theory. 
When k = Q and the deformation theory comes (as explained before) from 
B* = H*, the connection with topology is provided by the following results [7]: 
the set of rational homotopy types X with H*(X; Q) = H* is in bijection with the 
orbit space M/G; a space is formal if and only if its orbit equals G . d, = G, l d,. 
At this point it is worth mentioning that the equality G l d, = G, l d, is valid in 
general. This is due to the easily-seen fact that G is generated by G, together with 
the stabilizer of d,. 
Consequently we shall start in general with (KZ, d,), construct a deformation 
theory for d, as explained above, and make the following obvious definitions: a 
point m = d, + p E M will be called formal if G l m = G - d, (d, will be called the 
canonical formal point); d, will be called intrinsically formal if M = G l d, . 
For any n 11, consider the set of integrable elemeiits 
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+.=a]=Oforsome p,,+iEDer!1+,.ir2}. 
Expanding the bracket we deduce that [d,, I:,] = 0. Consequently we may con- 
sider the set of integrable cohomology classes, denoted by IH:# C H&), obtained 
as the image of l:, by the natural projection of Z&Y?) onto H,‘,(E). 
Here is our first characterization of intrinsic formality. 
Proposition 1.1. d, is intrinsically formal if and only if IH,‘, = {O} , for any n 1 1. 
Proof. Suppose that d 1 is intrinsically formal and let m = d, + p,, + , + p,, +? + l l l 
E M, i.e. [p,,+ ,] E IH,‘,. We know that there exists i = id + g, + & + . l l E G, 
such that m=imd, =~od,$-‘, i.e. nzot=&d,. We aim to construct another 
gEG,oftheformg=id+g,,+g,+,+=*~.suchtha?againm=g*d,. 
If n = 1, we can take g = g, so suppose n 2 2. Comparing the homogeneous 
parts of the equation &ab) = i(a a, b E A, we easily infer that g, is a 
derivation, & E Dery = Ey, hence both exp( El ) and exp( - i, ) are elements of G, . 
From the equation m 0 f = & d, we can similarly obtain that [d, , &] = 0 and a 
straightforward computation shows that exp( -& ) 0 d 1 c exp( g, ) = d, , hence m = 
No d,, where i(l) = @exp(--g,)). Clearly i(l) = id + &(l) + &(l) + l . l . 
Again &( 1) is a derivation from Dery = Ei and we can repeat this process (n - 1) 
times to obtain the requisite g = i(n - 1) = id + g,, + g,,+ 1 + - l l with m = g - d, 
(see also [8], p. 2021). Again we know that g,l E Derz = E:: and checking the 
homogeneous parts of the equation m 0 g = g 0 d, we infer that p, + 1 = -[d, , g,,], 
hence [p,#+J =0 and IH,: = (0) as m has been chosen arbitrarily. 
Conversely, start with m = d, + p2 + p3 + l l - E A4 and suppose inductively that 
pz = p3 = - l l = p,, = 0, hence that p,, + 1 E I,:, and consequently p,,+ , = [d !, q,,] for 
some q,, E Ej:; for the point exp(- y,,) l m we then have p2 = p3 = - - l = p,! + 1 = 0, 
and induction may go on. Finally note that the sequence exp(- q,,) 0 l l - oexp(- q, ) 
converges to a well-defined element g E G, . This is due to the fact that, keeping k 
fixed, A: = 0 fo?* all j sufficiently large; this follows easily from the assumptions (i) 
and (ii) on 2:. Therefore exp( - q,, )I Ak = id for n sufficiently large and g can be 
dPfifl!tyi ‘!qrnTii* - L Ai., 2s a prodnct of a finite number of elements of G, (see also [g]). 
The same locii argument shows that g l m = d, ; therefore M = G, l d, and d, is 
intrinsically formal. Cl 
If k C K is a field extension we get (%Z, d, ) Bk K and a deformation theory for 
d, @K. 
Corollary 1.2. If d, 0 K is intrinsically formal, then d, is intrinsically formal, too. 
Proof. Ifm=d,+p,,+,+p,+,+*** E M(k), then obviously m 8 
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the intrinsic formality of d, 8 K implies that [p,+, 63 K] = 0 in H,‘, @K, hence 
[p,,+ J = 0 in H,‘; by linear algebra. Cl 
We should point out that the real point in our corollary is that we neither 
impose additional finiteness conditions as in [12] nor pass from the finite 
dimensional to the general case by a pro-algebraic groups argument as in [ 111, but 
rather give a direct convergence argument, to be compared with the one in [5]. 
However, our characterization has a serious drawback: it is nonlinear and hard to 
check. 
We are going now to try a linearization. In order to be able to use some simple 
geometric arguments we shall suppose that dim, Z < =. We shall next consider 
the (Zariski) tangent spaces at d, to G, l d, and M. We note that we have in fact 
B&(E) C Tdl(G, l d,) (which is in fact an equality, see [6]) and T,,(M) C Z:,(E) 
[13]. We define the normal cohomology by N!=.r = T,,(M)/&_,(E). It is a linear - - 
k-subspace of H:,(E). 
Proposition 1.3. Suppose that dim, Z < x. Then d, QD K is intrinsically formal for 
any extension k C K if and only if N L, = 0. 
Proof. Let us assume first that N & = 0 and k = k. Precisely the same argument as 
in the proof of the rigidity theorem of [13, pp. 25-261 may then be used to deduce 
that G, l d, = G l d, is (Zariski) open in M. We next invoke a homogeneity 
argument, as in [ 11. Define a one-parameter subgroup of G by letting l E k* act 
on Ai as timi l id. It follows that t l (d, + p2 + p3 + 9 l 0) = d, + tp2 + t2p3 + l l 0, 
hence G l d, C G l na (Zariski closure) for any m E M. We infer that M = G l d, 
and d, is intrinsically formal. If k C K is an arbitrary extension, the condition 
N:, = 0 (which is independent of the ground field) gives that d, 63 g is intrinsical- 
ly formal, hence d, 8 K is intrinsically formal, by the previous corollary. For the 
converse implication it will plainly be enough to suppose that k = & and that d, is 
intrinsically formal and deduce that N: 1 = 0. To this end we shall consider the 
orbit map f : G, + M, given by f( g) = g l d, . The intrinsic formality of d 1 and the 
unipotence of G, imply that it is a dominant morphism between irreducible 
varieties, therefore its differential is surjective on a Zariski open nonvoid subset 
of C;, [6]. Using a translation if necessary it follows that did(f) is surjective and 
this readily implies that T,,(M) C B:,(E), hence NI, = 0, as desired. Cl 
The above result suggests that the vanishing of NI, is related to the rationality 
properties of the variety of structure constants M. Our next rigidity result makes 
this guess a little more precise. 
Proposition 6.4. Suppose that dim, Z < x. 
(i) If N:, = 0, then the k-rational points of M are dense in M(k). 
(ii) If the k-rational points of M are dense in M(k), then d, is intrinsically 
formal if and only if N L, = 0. 
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Proof. We shall treat (i) and (ii) $muhaneously. Taking into account the 
preceding proposition it will be enough to assume IV: 1 = 0 in (i) and that d, is 
intrinsically forma1 in (ii). Both these assumptions imply that M(k) = G,(k). d, . 
at the level of k-rational points. This in turn implies that G,(k) - d, C M(k). To 
see this, look at the orbit map f : G, --, M we have already considered in the 
preceding proof. We have G,(k) l d, = f( G, (&)) = f( G, (k)) [G, is an affine space 
being a unipotent group] C f(G,(k)) = G,(k)- d, = M(k). But if IV:, =O, we 
know that M(k) = G,(k) l d, and our claim in (i) follows. On the other hand, the 
assumptions made in (ii) imply that M(k) = M(k) = f(G, (k)), hence the orbit 
morphism is dominant. We may then deduce that IV:, = 0 as in the previous 
proof, and we are done. Cl 
Remark 1.5. Consider the following finite complex [l]: 
obtained 
[SZ”, S,“] 
from a wedge of spheres by attaching a 2%cell along w = [SJ, S’j] + 
t [St”, Si], and a modified version, namely 
Y = Sz v Sz v S-i’ v S_:,’ v Sz” v Si3 U, e2’ 
where q = [S_:“, S_f”] + [S_:,‘, S_:.‘] + [Sz3, Sz] + [Si’ , Si]. 
Concerning the relationship between the rigidity resu!ts given by Proposition 
1.1 on the one hand, Propositions 1.3 and 1.4 on the other, and the usual rigidity 
theorems, we note that we have in genera1 @,,? 1 I&‘, C IV:, C H 5. 1(E) but the 
inclusions are strict. For the deformation theory of H*(X; k) it can be computed 
that dim H!+ = - 2 and that M(k) = {d, }, for any k, hence IVY, = 0; the reason is - 
that in genera1 the ideal generated by the components of the deformation 
equation is not radical, and this makes (in general) the obstruction Nk, = 0 hard 
to check. Startmg with H*( Y; k), it can be verified that this algebra is intrinsically 
forma1 for k = Q or R, but no more if k = k. This shows that the inclusion 
en=, IHf, C N:, - is in genera1 strict and that the intrinsic formality property is not 
independent of the extension of scalars. All these indicate that the best linear 
approximation to intrinsic formality is the classical one, namely HI, (E). Tradi- 
tionally it is shown that H!&T) = I) is also a necessary condition for intrinsic 
formality by additionally assuming that Ht, - 0 (the role of this extra assumption 
being to provide the equalities en?1 IH,‘, = N L, = H & ; see the next section for 
another class of assumptions which do the same job). There are however 
examples, as simple as H*(S” v S3 v S13), where H&(E) = 0 but H:,(E) #fo, 
which show that this choice of extra assumption is not the most natural one-to 
be compared to the situation in our Proposition 1.4. 
We move now to the properties of spherical generation. To make the relevant 
definition we are going to suppose that 2, = 2, in our deformation-theoretic 
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framework (as in the main example coming from topology) and set 2; = 
Ker(4 lz* )* 
l 
Definition 1.6. m = d I + p E M will be said to be spkicdy generated if for any 
x E 2” there exists y E (%Z):, such that (d, + p)(x -t- y) = 0. 
Geometrically (92. d 1 + p) will represent a minimal differential graded Lie 
algebra, and (92) 22 will be a graded (d, -+ p)-stable ideal. Denoting by 
h : H*( 92, d, + p) + 2” the morphism naturally induced by the projection 
9Z+ 3Z/(9Z)I, = Z. it is well known that it essentially represents the 
Hurewicz morphism (modulo some reindexing of the degrees). On the other 
hand. it is also immediately clear that we always have the inclusion Im(h) C i?f and 
the spherical generation property m our Definition 1.6 is equivalent to Im(h) = 2. 
Taking into account that when B* = H* we can identify Z* with the primitives of 
the dual coalgebra #H *. one sees that the property stated in Definition 1.6 is 
equivalent to the property of spherical generation stated in the Introduction. 
Let us notice that in general if g E G and m E M, then m is spherically 
generated if and only if g l m is spherically generated (since g may be regarded as 
an isomorphism between (9Z, M) and (9Z, g l m) commuting with h and d,) 
and also that, plainly, if Ker(m I=) > Ker(d, I,), then m is spherically generated. 
We thus see that the formality implies the spherical generation. We point out that 
the converse does not hold in general (see [S, 151). 
Definition 1.7. d, is said to be intrinsically spherically generated if any m E M is 
spherically generated. 
Obviously, the intrinsic formality implies the intrinsic spherical generation. 
However, there are intrinsically spherically generated examples which are not 
intrinsically forma1 [ 151. 
The following constructions turn out to be useful for the characterization of the 
intrinsic spherical generation. Set E = (d E E: dlz = O}. This is a bigraded Lie 
subalgebra of Ez and d, E Ef, consequently Ez will also be a subcomplex of 
(E$. D). Put A? = M n (d, + ,k:,). - 
Proposition 1.8. d, is intrinsically spherically generat( *d if and only if the natural 
map n?- ME, is onto. 
Proof. If for any m E M there exists g E G, such that g - m E A?, we know that 
g l ml 2 = 0, hence g - m is spherically generated. Conversely, given m E M we use 
its sphetical generation property and construct an element g E G, as follows: we 
write Z* = Z*@C* and d e fi ne a graded Lie algebra automorphism g of 9-Z by 
describing its restriction to the free generators, namely gx = x, for x E C, and 
go = x + y, for x E Z”, where y E (9Z):, and m(x t y) = 0. Since g, = id, 
se ( ‘p ‘~6) pep le!l!u! aql ~0~3 Qua~!p alqelndwoa s! (g/g)E~ l 01*1 yrmua~ 
cl * lg 30 VKX.I.D~~ parjsap aill puy aM 1.1 uog!sodoId 30 3ooId aq, u! SE ~!uul 
aql 03 Bu!ssed iC~[euy pw uo 113~ sao8 uo!lmpuI l ‘3 =J (“b )dxa amqfi ‘[ lp +b] 
+ ‘*“d+“d+...+;d+‘p= tu . (“b )dxa IClyenba aql aAeq a~ ’ 1 + u ‘a&ap 01 
l+“d Icy] qms (;v);;~aa = :Ig 3 “b sls!xa alay) Apuanbasuo3 
- 1 z L c ‘,‘( g/y) 30 ai~h e sluasaddal I +“d leqi apnpuo3 pue TJ 30 elqa8leqns 
ag e si 3 wey) .mqwaum 9lrIenba sly, 30 2 + u a&lap 30 lmd snoauSouroy 
aqj IF ~601 ‘0 = [w W] lE!yl IleaaH YJ 3 “d ‘ l l l bed leql AIcm!unpu! atunsstf 
l ( [ ~1) osje aas) (61 u.10~3 uayei s! 3ooldv30 eapi aql ‘SMO[~O~ )t?qM UI •pa~e~auS 
Qle+aqds IC~~e~g.~~.w~ s! ly leql apnimo3 08 llnm %upamd aql asn uaql pue 
3 Ul ay ” l ’ $d l :d suo!leqmjmd asoqM 30 11~ lulod e su!eluoD w 30 1!qJoJg aq, 
i~qiMOqS[I!M3M’...+‘+“d+“d+...+;d+’p = U4 ‘&f 3 tU ql!M llt?lS ‘JOOJd 
the computation of Hz(9Z, d, ) is carried out in terms of Sullivan models, but the 
translation to Quillen models can be easily done, see e.g. [ZO]). 
Our next two results explore the gap between the properties of formality and 
spherical generation. 
Proof. Let tn=d,+~~+===+p~~1-p~~+~$=‘* be a spherically generated point 
of M. We have to show that the G,-orbit of HZ contains a point with p2 = 
P3 =*.*= 0. We inductively assume that we have found a point in G, l m which 
hasp,=***=p,, = 0 (and of course which is again spherically generated). We are 
going to use the last property to deduce that p,,+, E if?,‘, mod B:(E); since we 
already know that pgl+ t E Z&Y) (use [m, tn] =O), the assumption that 
~‘~~(~~j~~,(~~ is zero forces pn+l = 0 mod B:(E). The rest of the proof 
Mlows exactly as in Proposition 1.1. Spherical generation implies, for any x E Z”, 
the existence of y = y? + yz + = l 9. yi E (SZ)!, with the property that (d, + 
P $1 i- 1 + l - l )(s + y, + y.3 + l l l ) = 0. Looking at the homogeneous component of 
degree IZ -I- 2, we-see that d, yn + 1 + P,~ + ix = 0. Making linearly our choice for y, 
we find an upper degree zero linear map q,, : Z-, ($Z),,+ i with the property that 
P,t+J2 + 4% = 0. Extend q,, to a derivation q,, E Eli and notice that p,,+ I + 
[d, . q,,] E Et: as claimed. Our proof is thus completed. El 
Remark 1.12. Let B* be a graded commutative algebra as in the Introduction and 
consider the associated deformation theory, as explained before. As we have 
already mentioned, it is not hard to identify Hz(E) with Hz(B: B). In fact, one 
may identify the map Hilf( E) ---) Hz(E) appearing in the above proposition with 
the map Hz(B; DB)--, Hz(B; B) naturally 
B*-submodule of decomposables, D*B 4 B*. 
induced by the inclusion of the 
Thus Proposition 1.11 fully gives 
the proof of Proposition D of the Introduction (for the case B” = graded Lie 
algebra L*. take a look also at Remark 1.16). It also leads to the following 
rigidity theorem: 
Proposition 1.13. Suppose that d, is intrinsically spherically generated. If 
H h 1 (E ) ---, H L, ( E) is zero, theft d, is intrinsically formal. Suppose in addition that 
HI@?) = 0. T&en d, is intrinsically formal if and only if Hh,(E>+ H’,,(E) is -_ - 
zero. 
roof. Assuming that d, is intrinsically spherically generated and 
HI I (i ) - H h, (E) is zero, we infer that d, is intrinsically formal by using 
Proposition I. 11. Conversely, assume that d, is intrinsically formal and Hi,(E) = 
0. Start with a D-cocycle p,, E Z,‘,(E), n 2 1. We will use the assumption that 
HL,( l?) = 0 to show that p,, is integrable; to be more precise, we will show the 
existence of P,~+,, p,,+?, . . . , p,,+, E A!?,‘,,,, with the property th3t n, + p,, + 
p +-•= II+- I E M. From this fact it may be deduced, exactly as in the proof of 
Proposition 1.1, that p,, E B,:(E) (d, being intrinsically formal). As far as our 
integrability claim is concerned, set I& = m,, + m, + l l -, nt, E E,’ and ~1, = d,. 
The condition [m, m] = 0 is equivalent with the following set of homogeneous 
conditions: 
i-l 
(A ) i -214, mJ = C [mj, m,_,] , i 2 1 l 
j-=1 
Inductively suppose that m, , . . . , HZ,_ , have been constructed (i > n) with the 
property that (A,), . . . , (Ai_ ,) hold and m, = * l l = m,,_, = 0, m,, = p,,. The right- 
hand side of the equality (Ai) is then an element m(i) E Et,. If we show that it is -- 
in fact a D-cocycle, then Hi,(E) = 0 implies that (Ai) may be solved for ~?li, and 
we are done. Set m’ = m,, + m, + l -9 + mi-1; then [m’, [rn’, nz’]] = 0, by the 
Jacobi identity. Looking at the homogeneous component of degree i of this 
equality, recall that [m’. m’] has trivial homogeneous components in degrees <i 
(by induction) and that the homogeneous component of degree i of [m’, 772’1 
equals m(i), and consequently infer that [d, , m(i)] = 0. This was all we needed to 
continue the induction. The proof of the proposition is complete. Cl 
Remark 1.14. The proof of the usual rigidity theorem 3, is intrinsically formal if 
and only if H!_,(E) = 0, in the presence of the condition HI,IE) = 0‘ is a 
particular case of the above proof obtained just by setting E = E. 
Example 1.15. Wedges of spheres and products of Eilenberg-Mac Lane spaces. 
We will briefIy examine the simplest case occurring in our deformation theory. 
namely d, = 0. Topologically this means algebras B* = H* or B* = L * with trivial 
multiplication (e.g. the cohomology of wedges of spheres or the loop homotopy of 
products of Eilenberg-Mac Lane spaces- see also Remark 1.16). Let us observe 
that in this particular case (d, = 0) all the properties we have considered, namely 
the intrinsic formality, the intrinsic spherical generation, H&(E) = 0, HL, (E/E) 
= 0, are equivalent, being in fact equivalent to El, = 0. It will plainly suffice to 
see that the intrinsic spherical generation implies the intrinsic formality (this 
follows immediately from Proposition 1.8, since in our case M = {d,}) and that in 
turn the intrinsic formality implies that EL, = 0. Indeed, supposing that EL, # 0 
we can find a nonzero linear map q,, : Z”‘+ (SZ):~,?~, n 2 1. We extend it to a 
derivation q,, E E,‘, by setting q,l IZh = 0 for h # m. The fact that 2, = 2, readily 
implies that [ qn, q,,] = 0, for degree reasons. Therefore q,, E M, q,, + d, and 
consequently d, = 0 is not intrisically formal, since in our case G - d, = (d, } . We 
finally mention that the condition EL, = 0 may be explicitly translated into an 
arithmetic condition involving the sequence of the elements of a k-basis of z*. 
Remarks 1.16. One may also consider the deformation theory of a free 
(bi)graded commutative differential algebra (92, d, ). supposing this time that 
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z;(’ = 0. If B* is a graded Lie algebra L” as in the Introduction, then (92, d, ) is 
essentially the Koszul-Quillen construction Ce ef the cochain algebra on L* with 
trivial differential ( [ 161, see also 1201). To be more precise, set 2 F = # 2 L, * and 
2: = 2 f and recall that the differential d, is quadratic when restricted to the free 
generators, being essentially the dual of the Lie multiplication of L *. The orbit 
space M/G gives the set of rational homotopy types X with ?r,(aX) Qp &p = L* 
and the coformal spaces correspond to the orbit G l d, = C, l d, (see [ 11). A 
minimal differential graded commutative algebra (9Z*, d, + p) is cospherically 
generated if and only if the corresponding point m = d, + p E M is spherically 
generated in the sense of ~e~nition I.6 (this is due to the well-known algebraic 
description of the Hurewicz morphism h and to the easily seen identification 
2% = #Q * L ). A tedious but straightfo~ard direct computation may be used to 
identify the natural maps appearing on the cohomological side of the deformation 
theory of (%Z, d,), &(I?)+ Hz(E), and H*,(E)+ ~~(~/~), with the natural 
maps constructed in terms of classical Lie cohomology, H$(L; DL)+ Hz(L; L) 
and Hz@, L)+ H*,(L, QL) -module the reindexing conventions made in the 
introduction. The other arguments-and results-are the same as in the case 
B* = graded commutative algebra H”. 
2. Skeletal properties 
This -section is mainly devoted to the proof of Theorems A, B and C of the 
Introduction. We are going first to translate their statements into the language of 
deformation theory (as usual, we shall treat the case of a graded commutative 
algebra B” = H*; for the other case see Remark 2.6). To this end, it will be 
convenient to reformulate the conditions we have imposed on (PZ, d,) in the 
previous section, in the following way: Zz will be a bigraded k-vector space with 
the properties: 
(i) Zz” = 0, 
(ii) dim, Z’$ < x, for any FH, 
(iii) Z, = Z, . 
3Z will denote the free graded (by upper degree) Lie algebra on 2” and d, will 
be graded (with respect to the upper degree) Lie algebra derivation of 92, which 
is homogeneous of degree + 1 with respect to the lower graduation and homoge- 
neous of degree -1 with respect to the upper graduation, and which has the 
property that [d, , d,] = 0. (This is consistent both with our conditions in Section 1 
and the situation coming from the deformation theory for an algebra B” = H*: 
just relabel Z” as ?-. ynd raotice that positive upper degree derivations become 
negative, and so CI 1.) 
We shall denote by Z’” the bigraded subspace of Zz given by Z’” = @,,, 2’“. 
Property (i) implies that %(Z='* ) will be a bigraded differential subalgebra of 92, 
which will obviously satisfy all the conditions imposed on (92, d,). We shall 
Geotttetric decon~positiorw 6’1 
denote it by ($2, d, )( ) n and make the convention to label by (*)(!z) ail its 
associated objects. 
definition 2.1. The bigraded differential Lie algebra (.%?, d, )(tt) which is defined 
as (%$Z’“), d119(Z5,z)) will be called the rt-skelerorz of (92, d,). We will say that 
d, is skelet~lly intrinsicully f~rrn~l (s~her~c~zly generated) if d,(n) is intrinsically 
formal (spherically generated), for all n. 
Notice that if B* is a graded commutative algebra and B*(n) is its tz-skeleton 
(as defined in the Introduction), then the deformation theory of B”(rr) is given by 
($2, d, )(n), modulo an obviotis shift of the dimension n. 
The key inductive step in what follows is provided by the following exact 
sequence of bigraded differential spaces, which relates the deformation theories 
of d~(n~ and d,(n + 1): 
Here r is defined by restricting the derivations of z~(Z~‘~+ ’ ) to 9( 2’” ) (re- 
member that we are dealing with nonpositive upper degree derivations, so the 
restriction obviously makes sense). The restriction map r is clearly onto, takes 
d, (n + 1) to d,(n) and plainly is a Lie algebra map, hence also a chain map. 
When things come from an algebra B* it is not hard to see that the map 
induced at the cohomological level, H~K(Fz)* Hz E(rz + 1) coincides, if B* = 
H”, with the map ~~(~(~ + 2); Btz+‘(t2 + 2))* ~~(~(~ + 2); B(n + 2)) naturally 
induced by the inclusion of the top dimensional homogeneous component of 
B*(n + 2) B”‘“(n + 2) 4 B*(n + 2) viewed as a B*(n + 2)-module map. 
With these preliminaries (see also Remark 2.6), Theorem A will be a con- 
sequence of the following: 
Proposition 2.2. The assertions below are eqtsivgv ent: 
(i, d, is skelet~lly intrinsically formal. 
(ii) H&E(n) =0, for any n. 
(iii) The map H!JC(n)+M&E(n -I- I) is zero, for any n. 
Proof, Given Proposition 1.1, it will be enough to show that (iii) + (ii) and 
(i) + (ii). The proof of (iii) 3 (ii) goes by induction, uses the long exact cohomol- 
ogy sequence associated to (1) and starts by observing that one even has 
E&(n) =0 for n 5 n,,, where n,, is the minimal degree of the nonzero homoge- 
neous components of 2”. The same remark may be used to start the induction in 
the proof of (i)+(ii)_ Suppose then that H&E(n)=0 .znd that d&z + 1) is 
intrinsically formal. We are going to prove that N tl E(n + 1) = @_r I$ (n + 1) 
and then use Proposition 1.1 again to conclude that Hg ,(n + 1) = 0. TO show 
H;E(n + 1)C IH;(n + l), for any J - ’ > 1, it will be enough to prove that any 
D-cucycle qj E 21 K(n) is integrable when viewed as an element of E i(ti + 1) (use 
again the ~~~~~u~u~Y ~eque~~~e of (1)). On the other hand, @WI 4j E Kf(rt), we 
know that it is given by a degree - 1 linear map 2’” t ’ * (9(2”” t ’ ))i.+r, which is 
zero on Zen, by the definition of K(n). Since plainly #!?zf*) C ~F(Z~‘*), it
folows that 45 = 0 and that the renditions [d, + qiV d, + 4ij = 0 and [d,, qj] = 0 
are equivafent. Thus the elements of Zi ~(~) are integrable in E i (12 + 1). 6ur 
proof is cumptete. El 
In what foffows we will need a more precise ~umparisun between the defarma- 
tion theory of b,(n) and of d,(n 1). This will be a~~umpIished by the use of the 
fulluwing e~mmutative diagram of bigraded di~~rentiaI spaces, with exact rows 
and columns, which enlarges the short exact sequence (1). 
The middIe row is just the exact sequence (1). The other exact rows are 
constructed by simpfy observing that z(n + 1) = I@ z”*’ and consequently 
that the restriction map r sends the subcomptex J!?z(n + 1) onto the subcomplex 
E:(n). The exactness of alI columns readily follows. 
Let us aIso remark that the morphisms induced in ~oh~rn~I~gy by the left half 
r\f the above diagram may be identified, when the diagram comes from the 
deformation theory of a graded afgebra B* = H* with the diagram below, 
H;(B(n + 2); WfZ(n + 2))--4 H:(B(n + 2); D&n + 2)) 
1 1 
H;fB(n+ 2); B”+2(rz +2)) ---+HZ(B(ut + 2); B(ri3 + 2)) (3) 
1 1 
H~((B(n + 2); Q”‘%(n + 2)) ---d$(B(n + 2); QB(n + 2)) 
where the maps are induced by the various natural morphisms between the 
B*(rr + 2)modules which are involved, as explained in the Introduction. 
The following proposition will imply Theorem B (see also Remark 2.6): 
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Proposition 2.3. The assertions below are equivalent: 
(i) d, is skeletally intrinsically spherically gtinerated. 
(ii) HI,(EIE)(n) =O, for any n. 
(iii) The map HL,@n)+ HI,(EIE)(n + 1) is zero, for any n. 
(iv) H&(EIl?) = 0. 
Proof. Given Proposition 1.9, it will be enough to show that (iii) + (ii), (i) =$ (ii) 
and (ii) r-4 (iv). The proof of the first two implications goes parallel to the one 
given in Proposition 2.2. The inductive proof of (iii) I=> (ii) starts as in Proposition 
2.2 and continues with the aid of the long cohomology sequence of the bottom 
row of diagram (2). To prove (i)+(ii), inductively assume that Ht,(EIE)(n) = 0 
and also that d,(n + 1) is intrinsically spherically generated. It will suffice to show 
that HL,I?(n) _ --j H!JEIE)(n + 1) is the zero map. To do this, we first notice that 
the left column of diagram (2) may be obtained from the exact sequence of 
bigraded k-vector spaces 
O- -t1+1 z* II-I- 1 Z* -0 
by applying the functor Homz(*, (S(ZStl+$ d,)) and reindexing (this is a direct 
consequence of the definitions, plus the fact that q(Ztl+‘) C %(Z5”), for any 
4 E E z(n + 1 )-in particular for 4 = d,-which involves an easy degree argu- 
ment). As a consequence we see that the long exact cohomology sequence of the 
left column of (2) splits into short exact se+tences, in particular the map 
H&K(n)-* H&K(n) is onto. We will now mak P use of the assumption on the 
spherical generation property and deduce that H L 1 K(n) + H&K(n) is also onto, 
thus finishing the proof of our implication. If pi E DerT ’ 9( Zctlf’ ) ( j 2 2) is a 
D-cocycle of K:,(n), we know (as seen in the proof of Proposition 2.2) that 
d, + pi E M(n + 1). Since d, (11 + 1) is intrinsically spherically generated we may 
find k-linear maps qh : ?*+I + (S(Z5t’c’))~+‘, h 1 1, with the property that 
q1 = inclusion and (d, + p,.)( q, + q2 + l 9 0) = 0 on ?+‘. Look at the homoge- 
neous component of degree j + 1 and deduce that PiI 2” + I + d, qj = 0. Extend then 
qj to z”+*, regard it as an element of KY_ I (n) and conclude that Pi + [d, , 4i] E 
I$_, (n), as desired. We are thus left with the proof of the equivalence (ii) @ (iv). 
We recall from the previous section (see Remark 1.10) that we have H :,( E/E) 
= Ham-‘@, Hz&FZ, d,)), and similarly for H!.JEIl?)(n). It follows that the 
vanishing of Hh,(EIE) is equivalent with Homl’(Z(n), Hz@% d,)) = 0, for 
any n. Observe that Z(n) = 2’” and consequently Horn-‘@(n), Hz2(9Z, d,)) = 
Horn-‘@(n), H’,z+‘(SZ, a,)). Since deg(d,) = -1, it is immediate to see that 
the natural map Hi(9(Zcn), d, j+ H&YZ, d,) is an isomorphism for any 
j 5 n - 1, therefore we have an isomorphism 
Horn-‘@(n), HzT-‘(SZ, d,)) z Horn-‘@(n), Hz;-‘(S(Z”‘), d,)) 
G Horn-‘@(n), H:@(ZCn), d,)) z HL,(EIE)(n), 
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which finally gives the equivaience of (ii) and (iv) in our statement and ends the 
proof of Proposition 2.3. q 
Example 2.4. We first come back to Example 1.15, namely to the case d, -- 0. t”ir, 
assert that we can add the properties of skeletal intrinsic formality and of skelet 11 
intrinsic spherical generation to the list of equivalent properties of d, given there. 
To see that both skeletal properites are equivalent to H&(E/E) = 0, just note 
that all skeleta of (92, d, ) will still satisfy d,(n) = 0, and then combine Example 
1.15 and Proposition 2.3. 
Assuming dim, Z* < x, all generally valid implications between the four 
intrinsic properties we have considered are indicated below: 
skeletal intrinsic formality + skeletal int~nsi~ spherical generation 
9 \tL 
intrinsic formality 3 intrinsic spherical generation . 
Indeed, we may on one hand come back to the F6lix example [ 11, which we 
have already discussed in Remarks 1. IO, to see an example of a unite-dimensional 
graded commutative k-algebra H* which is intrinsically formal but not skeletally 
intrinsically spherically generated. 
On the other hand, one may use ~u~~~e~eu~s~~ ge~e$~ie~ graded commutative 
algebras B* (see [lS] for a nonintrinsically formal example of this kind) to 
produce skeletally intrinsically spherically generated examples which are not 
intrinsically formal. We say that B* is homogeneously generated if it is generated 
as an algebra by some homogeneous component I?‘“. Plainly all skeleta of B” will 
share the same property. We claim that if B* is homogeneously generated, then it 
is skeletally intrinsically spherically generated. To see the vanishing of 
Horn-‘@*, H:1(9Z, d,)), use the assumption on the homogeneous generation 
of B” to deduce that z* equals the minimal-degree nonzero homogeneous 
component of Z*. 
We finally remark that the main difference between Theorems A and B consists 
in the different skeletal behaviour of H$@!?; B) and HX(B; QB). We shall 
indicate an example of a finite-dimensional k-algebra B* with the property that 
Hk,(B; B) =0 but not all HL,(B(n); B(n)) are zero. Set B* = H*((S” x (S” v 
Sz3)) v S”; k) [l, p. 26). Then &,(B; B) =0 (the computation of H&(E) is 
carried out in [1] in terms of Sullivan models, but this does not affect the result, 
see [17,20,21] or better try a direct-but easier-computation in terms of Quillen 
models). Observe next that B”(14) = H*(S5 v S” v S’“; k) is not intrinsically 
formal. 
We finally take care of Theorem C (see also Remark 2.6). 
Proposition 2.5. Suppose that d, is skeletally intrinsically spherically generated. 
Then the following assertions are equivalent: 
(i) d, is skeietally intrinsically formal. 
(ii) The map H:,(E)(n)-, H’,,(E)(n) is zero, fur any tt. 
(iii) The map H&(K)(n)+ H!,,(E)(n + 1) is zero. for any n. 
Proof. Plan of the proof: (i)+(ii) + (iii) 3 (i). Given Proposition 2.2 we only 
have to prove the last implication. This in turn will be an immediate consequence 
of Propositions 2.2 and 2.3, by a standard inductive argument which uses the 
various long exact cohomology sequences arising from the rows and columns of 
diagram (2). We may as usual inductively suppose that H k 1 E(n) = 0 and try to 
obtain HL,E(n + 1) =O by showing that the map ~~~~~F~)~~~~E(~~ + 1) is 
zero. This will follow at once, if we are able to show that H f, 1 if(a) --, H f= 1 K(n) is 
onto, from our hypotheses made in (iii). This last assertion will follow in turn 
from Hk, k(n) = 0. To obtain this vanishing property we will b-ore generally show 
that the bottom row of diagram (2) is a split short exact sequence of bigraded 
di~erential spaces (and then use the skeletally intrinsic spherical generation 
assumption to deduce that ~~*(E/~)(n + 1) = 0, hence ~~~~(,~) =0). As far as 
the splitting property is concerned, we have an obvious bigraded k-linear splitting 
s, Ez(n + I) & E:(R), defined for q E E:(n) by sqlz~,~ = q and sqlZlt+l = 0 (note 
however that ‘it will not be in general compactible with the differentials). Since 
plainly s&z) C &I + I), we will have an induced bigraded k-linear splitting, 
also denoted by s, (E/~)~(n + 1) ~(E/~)~~n). Pick q E E:(n) and compute 
r(sl4 7 41 - f4 l VI) = [d, 9 sl - 14 ’ “r scj] = 0 (since plainly r is a Lie algebra 
map); we also have (s[$, q] - [d,, sq])lzllil = 0 by constructions which shows 
that s[d,, q] - [d, , sq] E E z(n + 1) and thus that the induced splitting on E/E is 
also a chain map, as desired. This concludes the proof of our proposition. Finally 
we mention that it is the natural occurence of the condition ‘&& Hk, E is 
zero’ in the study of the gap between intrinsic spherical generation and intrinsic 
formality which we really want to emphasize here (compare Proposition 
1.11). q 
Remark 2.6. When dealing with the skeleta of a graded Lie algebra B* = L *, it is 
convenient to consider the deformation theory of a free (bi)graded commutative 
differential algebra (92, d, ), where Z? = 0, 2: = 2: and d, is bihomogeneous 
of bidegree (1,l). We shall make one more harmless assumption of l-connectivity 
(consistent with the topological examples) by requiring that 2’ = 0. With this little 
precaution the definition of the rz-skeleton, (%Z, d,)(n), still makes sense, and 
obviously their deformation theory coincides with the deformation theory of the 
various skeleta L*(n). There are small changes of the arguments, due to the fact 
that the upper degree of d, is + 1; all of them may be easily handled by carefully 
counting degrees and taking into account that 2 ’ = 0; for example, diagram (2) 
still makes sense and has all the desired properties, including the cohomological 
identifications made in diagram (3)-where n + 2 has to be replaced by n. In the 
proof of Proposition 2.3, Horn-’ has to be replaced throughout by Horn”’ ; 
moreover Horn-‘@!(n), H?$-‘(92, d,)) and Horn-‘@(n), ~~;-‘(s(Z”‘), d,)) 
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are to be replaced by Horn”@(n). H~~“(92, d,)) and Horn”‘@(n), 
H~;i'(9-(Z-=-'t), d )) respectively; one also has to notice that the natural map 
H~,(S(Z"'), d& Hj,(SZ, d,) is an isomorphism for any jl n + 1. Every- 
thing else follows verbatim. 
Example 2.7. (Complete intersections.) Let us say that d, is a complere intersec- 
tion if H :,(92, d I ) = 0. It follows then that d, is skeletally intrinsically formal. 
Indeed, we may show that H L, K(n) = 0, for any n, and then use Proposition 
2.2( iii). As we have remarked before, 
H',,K(n),= Hom”(Z”“, H*,1(9(Z""'),d,)) 
= Hom”(Z”“, H~,(SZ,d,)), 
see the proof of Proposition 2.3 and the previous remarks, and we are done. As 
far as the terminology is concerned, let us remark that when we are dealing with 
the deformation theory of a graded commut&ve algebra B” = H”, it coincides 
with the traditional one (as may be seen by traiir,lzatng the condition on 
H:,(SZ, d,) into the language of bigraded Halperin-Stasheff IXA models [5], 
see [20] and also [2]). As classical examples we may quote l’i *( G/K; k), where 
K C G is an equal-rank pair of compact connected Lie groups. If B* = L*, the 
property of d, of being a complete intersection is equivalent to gl dim( L *) 5 2. 
This may be seen by observing that (ZZ& d, ) is nothing else but the graded 
Koszul constrution of the cochains on L*, which may then be used (see [20]) to 
compute #Tor:t(k, k) = H,y(SZ, d,), for any n. A nice class of geometric 
examples is provided by the m-dimensional compact closed man;folds M”’ which 
are n-connected (n L 1) and of dimension m 5 3n + 2. We assert that 
n,(RM) @k is a complete intersection, unless H*(M; k) is a truncated polyno- 
mial algebra of the form k[x]l(x’), with deg x = even. Indeed, set M' = 
M\{point} and notice that M s M' U e”‘. If H *( M; k) is not a monogenic algebra, 
then we know (see [4]) that the attaching of the m-cell e”’ gives rise to a ‘perfect 
murder’ and consequently Torzt’(k, k)+Torz_(k, k) is an isomorphism, where 
% L ’ --, % L is the universal enveloping algebra map induced by the inclusion of 
M’ into M by applying the rr&!(*) 8 k functor. It will be enough to show that 
gl dim( L ‘) 5 2. We will. actually show that L’ is free; this in turn will be a 
consequence of the fact that H*( M', k) is both intrinsically formal and with trivial 
multiplication, and thus M' must be rationally equivalent to a wedge of spheres. 
Notice then first that the inclusion of M' into M induces an homology isomorph- 
ism up to dimension m - 1 and second that H,,,, M' = 0; it follows that H * M' is - 
intrinsically formal, being both n-connected (as soon as M is so) and trivial in 
dimensions >3n + 1 (as follows from our assumption m 5 3n + 2)-see [5]. On 
the other hand, the homological n-connectivity of M' forces H’M’ l H ‘M’ to be 
concentrated in degrees 22n + 2, while Poincare duality on M implies that 
H1t’t--)‘Mt = 0; recalling that m 5 3n + 2, we infer that H’M’ l H’M’ = 0, thus 
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finishing the discussion of the cohomologically nonmonogenic cc-se. In the remain- 
ing cases it is immediate to see that either M is rationally equivalent to S”*, 
and rr,(RM)@ k is then plainly a complete intersection, or H*(M; k) = k[x] /(x3), 
in which case it is equally easy to see that rr#lM)@k is finite-dimensional 
abelian and not even intrinsically cospherically generated. We finally point out 
that with our hypotheses (the noncohomological monogenity excluded), 
H*(M; k) will always be also skeletally intrinsically formal (for the proper skeleta 
of H*M just use again the criterion furnished by [5] and for H*M itself add the 
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